Data Management Group Members [1]

Membership of Current Data Management Groups

- Student Data
- Employment Information
- Financial Resources Data

System Administration
Brad Judy
Phillip Curry
Matt Lemme
Lisa Damboise
Al Wirtes
Art Figel
Fernando Loa
Toby Lutz

CU Boulder
Kristi Wold-McCormick - Data Steward, Chair
Joey LaConte
Sarah Layton
Robert Stubbs

Denver/Anschutz Medical Campus
Carrie John - Data Steward
Vaughn Larsen
Irma Peralta
David Thomas

**UCCS**
Tracy Barber - Data Steward
Todd Casey
Mark Hilberg
Richard Pope

**System Administration**
Carolyn Proctor - Data Steward
Ryan Allred
Brad Judy
Stephanie Sheldon
Bob Sudo

**CU Boulder**
Kenny Nelson - Data Steward

**Denver/Anschutz Medical Campus**
Florie Montoya - Data Steward

**UCCS**
Nate Byford - Data Steward

**System Administration**
Bob Kuehler - Data Steward, Chair
Brad Judy
Carl Sorenson
CU Boulder
Katrina Spencer - Data Steward
Robert Stubbs

Denver/Anschutz Medical Campus
Amy Gannon - Data Steward
Ryan Yu

UCCS
Carolyn Rupp - Data Steward

Groups audience: Office of Information Security
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